
„amela” – innovative technology branded apples



“amela” means the quality and the taste 

of Polish apples. 

Premium or extra class branded apples in 

terms of color, size and hardness of the fruit. 

“amela” means safety, health and 

traceability.

“amela” is represented by the best sorts 

of apples well known all over the world.



Grojec area has the ideal climate 

conditions for apples:

• warm, sunny days 

• cold nights

Soil conditions and favourable

climate guarantee: 

• the best flavour, 

• coloration, 

• delicious taste 

• nutrition values.



To keep the freshness of fruit according to the modern 

consumer demand apples are stored in modern facilities 

with controlled atmosphere and sorted on computer-

controlled automatic lines.

Each batch of goods from the harvest to the final 

consumer is marked, which guarantees safety at every 

stage of production, confection and distribution.



„amela” – apples produced since 2018 in the 

innovative technology “Residues free”. 

This is the unique production technology based on 

natural methods of protection and fertilization in 

combination with the Polish climate that gives 

exceptional fruit. 

„amela” is the alternative to fruit 

produced by conventional and 

ecological methods!



Why is „amela” a better option

than organic and conventional apples?

ORGANIC

No chemical additives

Nature friendly

Natural taste and super-food 

CONVENTIONAL

Esthetics

Shelf-life



„amela” apples are inspected in certified laboratories in 

accordance with the standard developed for the „amela” brand 

based on the standard PN 84/R-75024 (baby food quality)

Production of apples is based on the international standards of the 

Global G.A.P. system and Integrated Fruit Production and in 

accordance with the proprietary program under the supervision of 

the partners of the "Polska Natura" cluster



Sampion - good, sweet flavour with soft flesh

Gala - aromatically sweet and very crispy

Red Jonaprince - sweet with a hint of tartness, 

super crisp and juicy

Golden Delicious - aromatic, sweet or a bit 

acidulous, medium juicy and exceptionally tasty

Idared - crispy, highly flavoured



„The Land of Orchards and Gardens” Association

(Kraina Sadów i Ogrodów) is the distributor of „amela” 

branded apples. 

„The Land of Orchards and Gardens” Association is a 

coordinator of “Polska Natura” Cluster, which was 

established in March 2016.

This is a social and economic organisation operating in 

southern Mazovia, in the biggest orchard area of 

Poland. 



Coordinator office:

Kraina Sadów i Ogrodów Association

ul. Sadurkowska 13, 05-620 Bledow, Poland

Email: handel@amela.pl

www.klasterpolskanatura.pl

facebook.com/klasterpolskanatura

mob: +48 693 666 376

http://www.klasterpolskanatura.pl/











